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The Borderless North: 

Fourth NRF Summary Report

The 4th Open Meeting of the Northern Research Fo-

rumThe 4th Open Meeting of the Northern Research Fo-

rum entitled The Borderless North took place on October 

5-8, 2006 in Oulu and Tornio (Finland) and Haparanda 

and Luleå (Sweden). The meeting was organized by the 

Northern Research Forum, together with the 4th NRF 

Host Planning Commi! ee representing the City Admin-

istration of Luleå, City Administration of Oulu, Council 

of Oulu Region, Luleå University of Technology, Pro-

vincia Bothiensis, Provincial Government of Lapland, 

Provincial Government of Norrbo! en, Provincial Gov-

ernment of Oulu, Regional Council of Lapland, Univer-

sity of Lapland and University of Oulu.

The Borderless North was the fi rst NRF Open Meeting to 

take place in Finland and Sweden and to deal with an 

international cooperative region, the Bothnian Arc. The 

event a! racted 150 participants, including members of 

the research community such as twenty one NRF Young 

Researchers (PhD students and recent PhDs with travel 

funding from the NRF) and several university rectors, 

policy-makers, two heads of state, several ambassadors, 

four governors and several other community leaders, 

business leaders, artists, and many other. In advance of 

the NRF Open Meeting sixteen substantial and some 

even brilliant Position Papers had been distributed to 

prospective participants, but these background papers 

focus on the various 4th NRF themes and were wri! en 

by experts from diff erent disciplines and stakeholders 

coming from many countries and regions. Although 

they should have been distributed a bit earlier and bet-

ter utilized by panelists and speakers, these papers cre-

ated a very good foundation both for the discussions 

during the Open Meeting and constitute important 

parts of the 4th NRF proceedings. 

The main theme of the 4th NRF Open Meeting was 

Tech-knowledgy in Economies and Cultures, with several 

integrated themes and sub-themes. The program of the 

meeting included an opening session, three main panel 

sessions, six parallel projects sessions, four square hours 

(including presentations by young researchers) and 

a summary session. Also as part of the program were 

the Northern Traveling Film Festival with documentary 

fi lms from Finland, Iceland and Russia, an Oulu Cultur-

al Evening including the opening of a photo exhibition 

“What’s up North” and the dance performance “Deadly 

a$ er dark,” and two offi  cial NRF dinners respectively 

hosted by the City of Oulu and the City of Luleå and 

Provincial Government and Norrbo! en.  

4th NRF Themes, Sub-themes and 

Topics

Plenary and Square Hour I: ‘Tech-know-

ledgy’ and its Application to the Econ-

omies, Energy Policies  and Cultures in 

the North

Technology is the driver of economies in the 21st century 

and is critical to all aspects of life in the North from the 

development of energy policies to the designing of in-

frastructure for rural communities. “Tech-knowledgy” 

envisions the nature of technology and the impact it 

has on society and culture.  The term implies an under-

standing of the interdependent role of technology and 

societies, and therefore it needs to be conceptualized. 

This requires, among other things, the careful incorpo-

ration of traditional and local knowledge with scientifi c 

knowledge in analysis, synthesis, and decision making. 

Northern appropriate technologies and capacity build-

ing is critical to the north in this era of globalisation 

and particularly as it aff ects environment and energy 

issues.   
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The North is a focus of oil and gas exploration and ex-

traction as developed countries and industrial centres 

seek to cope with predictions that the world is close to 

reaching the peak of conventional fossil fuel production. 

‘Energy Security’ has become a critical issue for govern-

ments and it is apparent that there will be an increased 

impact of globalisation in the North and increased de-

mands for transport of energy from the North with the 

accompanying social, cultural and environmental risks. 

Locally or regionally sustainable appropriate or alter-

native energy for the North rather than mega-projects 

will guarantee be! er energy security in the long term.

Presentations focused on one or more of the following 

sub-themes in particular:

1)  Northern appropriate technologies and resources 

– developed, adopted, adapted and exploited.

2)  Appropriate energy and the increase in fl ows of glo-

balization and transportation in the North.

3)  Linking technology and social science in natural re-

source management for sustainable development.

Plenary and Square Hour II:  Borders, 

barriers, interactive cultures and border-

lands – is the North becoming a common 

borderless space? 

Borders, boundaries and borderlands in the North 

are being both bridged and strengthened, at the same 

time. For example, on the one hand, there is bilateral 

discussion on the position of borders, dictated by the 

search for resources, and at the same time indigenous 

peoples are creating borderless space through organi-

sations such as the Inuit Circumpolar Conference. Ad-

ditionally, bridges of knowledge and technology exist 

with the University of the Arctic, agreements between 

the University of Alaska and Yukon College, the Finn-

ish-Russian Cross-Border University and partnerships 

between the European Union and Russia in education 

and science.

One educational requirement in northern communities 

is that technology requires “tech-knowledgy,” incor-

porating locally-relevant experience and skills. It is as 

important to learn from elders about the epistemology 

of indigenous knowledge systems and worldviews as it 

is to learn the western science views. Tech-knowledgy 

can be borderless. There are interactive cultures and 

economies across borders creating borderless spaces. 

The Tornionjoki-river valley, a focus of this NRF, is one 

such example. An interesting question is ‘Are there ap-

plications of history which have encouraged a change 

from border-building to region-building?’.

Presentations focused on one or more of the following 

sub-themes in particular:

4)  The borders, barriers and bridges of knowledge and 

technology. 

5) “Tech-knowledgy”; education requirements in north-

ern communities.

6)  Learning the epistemology of indigenous knowledge 

systems and worldview.

7)  Interactive cultures across borders & applications of 

history: from border-building to region-building.

8)  The new European minority policy and legislation 

– realization and consequences in the fi elds of econo-

mies and cultures. 

Plenary and Square Hour III:  Societal im-

pacts of fl ows of globalization and climate 

change in the North – The infl uences of 

Northern dimensions, policies, strategies 

and programmes 

Flows of resources and merchandise out of the Both-

nian Arc to the south, what we will refer to as “fl ows of 

globalization,” have ranged from timber and tar in the 

‘old days’ to steel, cell phones, and techno-based exper-

tises in more recent times. Currently a reverse fl ow may 

be evident with transfer payments, tourism and ‘Ikea’. 

Are the centre-periphery structures breaking down due 

to globalization and regionalization?  Is the Oulu phe-

nomenon mostly techno-growth and faith in technol-

ogy or can it be ‘tech-knowledgy’ sensitive to culture, 

education, and local governance?

A case study of Kostomuksha (a town in the Russian 

Karelia) may be an example of regionalization in the 

global economy in contrast to the ‘China Phenomenon’ 

which can provide parallels to the North. 

There are northern policies, both existing and envi-

sioned. Norway has published a Northern Strategy in 

the form of a white paper, Canada is discussing a north-

ern strategy, Russia has a number of policies in the 

north and the EU has its established Northern Dimen-

sion. There are also programmes across borders such 

as the Nordic Council of Ministers’ Arctic Co-operation 

Programme and Arctic Council with Working Groups 

such as AMAP, CAFF, and Sustainable Development. 

All promise stability, peace, and prosperity while im-

plementing sustainability, but what are the real societal 
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infl uences of them? And how do they increase human 

security, especially in the context of unprecedented cli-

mate change?

Presentations focused on one or more of the following 

sub-themes in particular:

9)  The fl ows of globalization – from timber and tar and 

iron ore, to tourism, steel, cell phones and Ikea: break-

ing the centre-periphery structures?

10)  Kostomuksha (a town in the Russian Karelia) cf. 

China – regionalization of the global economy?

11)  Northern policies and visions crossing borders: 

Northern strategy in Canada, Norway’s Northern Strat-

egy, Northern Dimension of the EU, Russian policy in 

the North, the Nordic Council of Ministers’ Arctic Pro-

gramme, and the programs and strategies of the Arctic 

Council.

12)  Human Security and Climate Change in the North.

Topics in focus during a Day of Projects

The Project-Day sessions address specifi c topics, ongo-

ing projects or new initiatives. Several sessions were 

conducted simultaneously at diff erent locations, and 

they were structured as a workshop or in the format of 

formal introduction/presentations followed by general 

discussion. The following sessions were conducted:  

1)  Legal challenges in the Arctic.

2)  Gender and human security.

3)  Northern Economy: Results and follow-up from the 

NRF Workshop Economies in the North (Oulu, May 2005) 

and the ICARP II report on Arctic Economies and Sustain-

able Development.

4)  Northern Eurasian geopolitics.

5)  Community based research.

6)  Arctic ICT Assessment (including environmental as-

pects).

Other Sessions

1)  Northern Travelling Film Festival. Northern fi lms 

were shown in the evenings during the 4th NRF Open 

Meeting.

2)  Special Session: Town Hall Meeting focusing on the 

fi ndings and issues raised by the Arctic Human Devel-

opment Report (AHDR 2004) and the Arctic Climate 

Impact Assessment (ACIA, 2004-05).

Achievements                                                                                  

Briefl y stated, the NRF Open Meeting was a success due 

to, fi rst, the lively and dynamic discussions in the ses-

sions between policy-makers, community leaders, busi-

ness leaders, and young researchers and senior scien-

tists on relevant Northern issues; second, the number of 

relevant points of view on the Bothnian Arc region as a 

“borderless” space that were raised; third, disparate con-

crete a! empts to defi ne and illuminate the main slogan 

of the meeting; forth, that two heads of state (President 

Tarja Halonen and President Olafur Ragnar Grimsson) 

together with many policy makers from several coun-

tries gave substantive presentations and participated 

in discussions on Northern issues; fi $ h, discussions of 

the  importance of the North in world politics and of 

Northern issues in the global context; and fi nally, that 

new ideas and proposals emerged while some existing 

ideas, projects and procedures were  confi rmed.

Important achievements and outcomes of the 4th NRF 

Open Meeting are listed below under the separate head-

ings of Participation and Open Discussions, Themes 

and Substance, Arrangements and Finance, and The 

Northern Research Forum and its Open Meetings. 

Participation and Open Discussion      

1) There was good participation from the eight Arctic 

states and the UK, i.e. considerable number of academic 

representatives from these countries, of policy-makers 

from the Arctic states, and of business leaders Finland 

and Iceland. Participants included President Tarja Halo-

nen (Finland), President Olafur Ragnar Grimsson (Ice-

land), Governor Eino Siuruainen (Oulu), Governor Per 

Erikson (Norrbo! en), Governor Hannele Pokka (Lap-

land), County Leader Esko Lotvonen (Lapland), Mayor 

Karl Petersen (Luleå), and the chairmen of the Munici-

pal Councils of Tornio, Finland and Haparanda, Swe-

den. Thus the 4th NRF Open Meeting was received with 

much interest by Finnish and Swedish policy-makers 

and community leaders at the national level as well as 

regional levels. 

2) Among the participants were the ambassadors of 

both Canada and Iceland to Finland, the Finnish am-

bassador to Iceland, the Swedish ambassador in the 

BEAC, and the Russian Chairman of the Arctic Council, 

but the meeting of Senior Offi  cials of the Barents Euro-

Arctic Council took place in Oulu during the time of 

the Open Meeting. There was, however, room for more 

participation by policy-makers, business leaders and 

NGO people; a$ er all, internationally, but especially in 

the context of North Europe, the 4th NRF provided the 

opportune meeting place for policy-makers and oth-
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ers to discuss acute issues and to observe and evaluate 

what is going on with Northern research. In the future 

it will be needed to work harder and with more sophis-

ticated means to a! ract the interest and participation of 

a broader audience.

3) The 4th NRF Open Meeting witnessed the gathering 

of many rectors, professors, scholars and students from 

- and was thus seriously taken by - universities in North 

Finland and North Sweden. The University of the Arc-

tic organized a meeting of its Executive Commi! ee and 

Senior Management Group (Ofelas) back-to-back with 

the 4th NRF in Luleå, bringing additional UArctic-affi  li-

ated people to the 4th NRF sessions. An especial valu-

able achievement was the fact that the NRF brought to 

the meeting a group of particularly active young re-

searchers (twenty one co-called NRF Young Research-

ers), most of them from Russia, Canada and the USA. 

Their presentations were substantial and of high qual-

ity and covered both the main theme and sub-themes. 

These young researchers also served as rapporteurs for 

the various NRF sessions. In conclusion, the NRF Young 

Researchers constitute NRF’s biggest human capital. 

4) What came as a surprise to NRF Steering Commit-

tee members was the lack of time for open discussion 

in some of the 4th NRF sessions according to comments 

by a number of participants in their evaluation of the 

meeting. This lack of time was a! ributed to the facts 

that there were too many formal speakers, as in the 

case of some project sessions, that chairpersons allowed 

speakers to exceed their time frame, as in the case of one 

plenary session, and that there were too many individu-

als eager to speak. Positively viewing this message, it 

is clear that participants accept and endorse the main 

mission of the NRF that has not changed since the fi rst 

NRF Open Meeting in 2000, namely, to provide for and 

promote open discussion and dialogue. 

5) Due to all of the above, the 4th NRF’s good atmos-

phere generated interesting and critical dialogue among 

policy makers and representatives of the scientifi c com-

munity and other publics and stakeholders – who had 

come together to discuss relevant Northern issues such 

as the meanings and importance of “borderless”, the 

importance and possibilities of both technology and 

“tech-knowledgy,” and the Northern Dimension of the 

European Union, and the North in a global context. The 

4th NRF was also widely reported in regional and local 

media, especially on the Finnish side. All in all, the rep-

resentation of diff erent stakeholders was good instead 

of perfect, and there was much open discussion and 

dialogue even though we sometimes ran out of time.  

Themes and Substance

6) During the four days of the 4th NRF we managed to 

cover a wide spectrum of subject ma! er. There were 

particularly intensive discussions on the theme of “bor-

derless” (based on the slogan “The Borderless North”), 

focusing both broadly on its meanings and concretely on 

its relevance for the 4th NRF hosts, in the context of the 

Bothnian Arc region – and the welcoming addresses on 

the border and the visit at Tornio Works of Outokumpu 

provided particularly relevant and concrete experience 

for the participants. The 4th NRF manifested a new im-

portant feature which the NRF is able to provide, i.e. the 

promotion of “region-building” or “regionalization” by 

making a distinctive, international region a platform 

for discussing possible lessons to be learned and from 

making comparisons across regions of the North and 

throughout the rest of the world. 

7) Correspondingly, North-South relations, or rather 

the North in a global context, was the focus of much 

discussion - but this topic came alive already during 

the 1st plenary session and received much interest from 

both participants and the media. Emerging from this 

discourse was the conclusion that the North, including 

Northern actors, is playing an important role in global 

context and world politics. This conclusion – which may 

even be the main fi nding on the 4th NRF Open Meeting 

– is not new in scientifi c research but it is rare in poli-

tics. Also discussed was the European Union’s Northern 

Dimension, in general but also specifi cally the content 

of the new ND Policy Framework Document between 

the EU, Russia, Iceland and Norway. This document is 

described and discussed in a couple of 4th NRF Position 

Papers and it was discussed at length during the Open 

Meeting, particularly during the 3rd plenary session.

8) Technology and knowledge systems – both (western) 

science and traditional knowledge – as the central com-

ponents of the main theme “’Tech-knowledgy’ in Econ-

omies and Cultures,” were broadly discussed, both in 

the sessions and in Position Papers. Although the main 

theme was complex, vague and multifunctional, par-

ticipants generally approached it with an open mind 

(though some with hesitation), resulting in a lot of dis-

cussions including defi nitions by some main speakers 

and position paper writers. 

9) The NRF is an international forum that is keeping the 

dialogue and discussions on climate change and human 

development open, public and lively. The 4th NRF spe-

cial session “Town hall meeting focusing on the fi nd-

ings and issues raised by the ARHD and ACIA reports” 

provided a concrete evidence and example of this. This 

particular session was among the most important out-
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comes of the 4th NRF, reminding us also of the chal-

lenge to become more active in organizing and promot-

ing further town-hall meetings in other locations and 

contexts in the future. 

Arrangements and Finance    

10) Arrangements went well considering all locations, 

i.e. the two countries, three regions, four cities / towns 

and eight visited places, and the traveling between 

Oulu to Luleå as well as between diff erent locations 

within Haparanda-Tornio. Things went smoothly and 

conveniently in spite of the many hosts and actors, bor-

ders and barriers, sectors and disciplines, habits and 

cultures of action, and new environments. Thus, as is 

one of its mission, the NRF was successful in generating 

new experiences and good practices, both as concerns 

individuals and the interactions between Northern so-

cieties, regions and countries. 

11) The NRF managed to raise suffi  cient funds for con-

ducting an elaborate Open Meeting. Funding was re-

ceived from several national, regional and local spon-

sors – including the Icelandic Kaupthing Bank (the 

main sponsor), Ramirent from Oulu, and the Academy 

of Finland. 

The Northern Research Forum and its 

Open Meetings         

12) The NRF has emerged as a platform to discuss more 

general, global issues, especially relations between the 

North and the rest of the globe. This purpose of the 

NRF has not been explicit from the beginning; rather, 

the NRF has experienced a process from focusing on 

“North to North” to embracing the global dimension as 

well. A$ er all, the discourse on Northern issues is very 

relevant to the discussions on North-South relations 

and on world politics in general.

13) The NRF has become an a! ractive forum for post-

graduate students and young researchers to present her 

/ his research. Now the NRF’s challenge is to be active 

and smart and utilizing this important human capital. 

Another important human capital is the contributions 

by the Position Paper writers, as publications of good 

research results, scientifi c assessments and other back-

ground material which has served as springboard for 

our discussions.

14) Finally, the design of a NRF Open Meeting has 

proved its self useful. Indeed, this encourages us also to 

continue and broaden the spectrum of our activities and 

to deepen the discussions and dialogues of our meet-

ings. 

4th NRF Follow-ups   

Listed below are follow-ups of the 4th NRF Open Meet-

ing that were proposed by the NRF Steering Commi! ee 

immediate a$ er the meeting and concern preparations 

for the 5th NRF Open Meeting as well as the promotion 

and development of the NRF as a process:

1) To publish the 4th NRF Proceedings in summer of 

2007. 

2) Preparations for the 5th NRF Open Meeting by the 

NRF and a Host Planning Commi! ee. The 5th NRF 

Open Meeting will be held in Anchorage, Alaska, USA 

in Sept. 24-27, 2008.  

3) To organize and to support the organizing of regional 

sub-forums under the auspices of the NRF such as the 

Calo! e Academy. 

4) To continue to organize and sponsor town hall meet-

ings on climate change and human development as a 

way of continuing and broadening discussions of the 

fi ndings of ACIA and AHDR during International Polar 

Year.

5) To continue discussions with organizations who are 

important partners in international Northern coopera-

tion like, e.g. University of the Arctic, Standing Com-

mi! ee of Parliamentarians of the Arctic Region, Arctic 

Council and its working groups (esp. SDWG), IASC, 

IASSA, and the Northern Forum. 

6) To take charge of a broader discourse on science in 

the public interest, on social impact assessment of Arctic 

science and on other research in the North - especially 

as this can been seen as follow-ups of ICARP II (Interna-

tional Conference on Arctic Research Planning II).

7) To reorganize and expand the work of the NRF Secre-

tariat in order to meet new and more demanding chal-

lenges and situations. 

8) To promote a process for implementing the idea of a 

Northern Research Platform on the “new” Northern Di-

mension including a fi nancing instrument (as initially 

proposed during the 4th NRF Open Meeting by Rector 

Lauri Lajunen of the University of Oulu).edge 
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